Comparison of Maximum Common Subgraph Isomorphism Algorithms for the Alignment of 2D Chemical Structures.
The identification of the largest substructure in common when two (or more) molecules are overlaid is important for several applications in chemoinformatics, and can be implemented using a maximum common subgraph (MCS) algorithm. Many such algorithms have been reported, and it is important to know which are likely to be the useful in operation. A detailed comparison was hence conducted of the efficiency (in terms of CPU time) and the effectiveness (in terms of the size of the MCS identified) of eleven MCS algorithms, some of which were exact and some of which were approximate in character. The algorithms were used to identify both connected and disconnected MCSs on a range of pairs of molecules. The fastest exact algorithms for the connected and disconnected problems were found to be the fMCS and MaxCliqueSeq algorithms, respectively, while the ChemAxon_MCS algorithm was the fastest approximate algorithm for both types of problem.